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CPACharge Partners with Colorado
Society of CPAs
This new program will provide members the exposure and resources to connect
CPAs personally and meaningfully to all aspects of the ...

Aug. 30, 2022

CPACharge, an online payment solution developed speci�cally for CPA �rms,
announced a new partnership with the Colorado Society for CPAs. This new program
will provide members the exposure and resources to connect CPAs personally and
meaningfully to all aspects of the profession including over 1,500 CPE course
offerings, member networking, course offerings, and on-demand e-learning
selections.

The Colorado Society of CPAs began in 1904 with a mission to continue professional
education and elevate the CPA brand by positioning CPAs to have success in the
accounting industry. COCPA (Colorado Society of CPAs) has over 6,800
professionals. 40%t of the professionals apart from COCPA are CEOs, 66% are in
public accounting practices, and 51% are directors or managers. COCPA remains the
only statewide, non-pro�t, professional association dedicated to CPAs in Colorado as
the industry shifts each year.

“The opportunity to partner with an impactful organization such as CPACharge and
create better resources for our members is a priority we had to take advantage of,”
said Mary E. Medley, Chief Executive Of�cer of COCPA. “CPACharge embodies the
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same values of being ethical, trusted, and a respected organization that empowers
our profession to the utmost degree and we are excited to see what the future holds
with this partnership.”

The Colorado Society of CPAs has been an established organization committed to
public accounting, government, education, and business for decades. The Colorado
Society continues to value its members in developing programs to address needs
while engaging in positive & professional interactions with government of�cials and
prospective clients.

“CPACharge is excited to partner with the Colorado Society of CPAs and further their
mission as a trusted resource for accounting professionals,” said Dru Armstrong,
Chief Executive Of�cer of CPACharge. “This partnership enhances our goal to
consistently make a positive impact in more ways than one to our customers and
help them succeed while increasing the CPA brand recognition.”
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CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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